MARSOC Distributed Operations

Span of influence and control exceeds traditional definition

- Tactical Actions focused on Enemy
- SOF Skills and basic language
- Advanced Skills and cultural experience
- Integration of CF, IA, Intel, and relationships
- Governance
- Development
- Full Spectrum FID
- Separate Reconcilables
- Influence on local population and support for Host Nation
- Population
Training & Certification

**Continuum:**
- Recruiting
- Assessment & Selection
- Pipeline
- Education
- PMT
- Lessons Learned

**EVALUATION & CERTIFICATION:**
- ITS/CTS/PTP (Trng Continuum)
- MSOT/MSOC/SOTF
- Intel/Ops Fusion
- Direct & Indirect Operations
- Problem Framing
- Decision Making/Assessment
- Leader Coaching & Mentorship
- Capabilities Integration

**MISSION REHEARSAL OF FULL SPECTRUM DISTRIBUTED OPERATIONS:**
- Fusion of Enablers & Advanced Skills
- Environmental/Cultural Experience
- Integration of CF, IA, Joint & Special Activities
- Modification through Lessons Learned